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A Nude/Flashy Bible Calendar - posted by groh_frog, on: 2005/12/5 20:23
WHAT ARE PEOPLE THINKING?

BERLIN - A German Protestant youth group has put together a 2006 calendar with 12 staged photos depicting erotic sce
nes from the Bible, including a bare-breasted Delilah cutting SamsonÂ’s hair and a nude Eve offering an apple.
Â“ThereÂ’s a whole range of biblical Scriptures simply bursting with eroticism,Â” said Stefan Wiest, the 32-year-old phot
ographer who took the titillating pictures.
Anne Rohmer, 21, poses on a doorstep in garters and stockings as the prostitute Rahab, who is mentioned in both New
and Old Testaments. Â“We wanted to represent the Bible in a different way and to interest young people,Â” she told Reu
ters.
Â“Anyway, it doesnÂ’t say anywhere in the Bible that you are forbidden to show yourself nude.Â”
========
EDIT: I took down this link. SermonIndex Administrator
=======
Â“ItÂ’s just wonderful when teenagers commit themselves with their hair and their skin to the Bible,Â” he said.
It will be officially launched over the weekend.

Re: A Nude/Flashy Bible Calendar - posted by Wildhorse (), on: 2005/12/5 20:53
BLASPHEMY!
This is unacceptable, I hope that they are all destroyed somehow.
(The Calenders) And I pray that the Lord opens their eyes to the sin they have committed.

Michael
Re: - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2005/12/5 20:57
This is a bad thing and its sad things like this can even be allowed and there is not a country outcry to ban or stop somet
hing like this.
It is very satanic.
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Re: - posted by Wildhorse (), on: 2005/12/5 21:03
I agree - God Forbid this sort of rubbish... How can they call themselves Christians with this sewer trash coming out.
Re: A Nude/Flashy Bible Calendar - posted by repentcanada, on: 2005/12/5 21:50
This is a joke to think that this will interest younge people, I saw this on another site and the pastor said it was a "wonder
ful thing".
Re: - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2005/12/5 21:51
everyone is quoting John 3:16, but the Lord has had me memorize Revelation 3:16 this is what we need to quote these
days!
Re: - posted by Onfire, on: 2005/12/5 21:54
And people wonder why they have lust problems? For shame! Are we supposed to be our brother's keeper? What ever
happened to accountability, responsibility and all that kind of stuff within the body of Christ?
Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/12/5 23:37
i thought i'd seen and heard it all...:-?...the bible might not say anything against being nude but it does speak against cau
sing a brother to stumble...
Re: A Nude/Flashy Bible Calendar, on: 2005/12/6 9:09
From the article

Quote:
-------------------------Â“Anyway, it doesnÂ’t say anywhere in the Bible that you are forbidden to show yourself nude.Â”
-------------------------

Ironman said
Quote:
-------------------------...the bible might not say anything against being nude
-------------------------

C'mon guys! Is this the sum total of your understanding?
Don't you know where nakeness is mentioned...? what it's associated with...? whether God approves of it where it's me
ntioned....? and in what circumstances it is not an offence?

Re:, on: 2005/12/6 12:22
thanks for removing the site.
also.
Doesn't this only show you the beginning of the end of Wilkerson's prophesy?
"Gay's will have nude dances INSIDE of church and call it 'art'"
OH, we must weep for the church!
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Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/12/6 12:37
sis dorcas
i was just saying that not definitively but at the time i hadn't called to mind anything specific on nakedness...jus now i rem
ember about noah's nakedness and the drama after that. i was saying it in the sense that even if the bible didn't say anyt
hing against being naked it does speak against stumbling one's brother. i apologize and should have been clearer on tha
t.
Re: Nude/Flashy Calendar, on: 2005/12/6 12:55
Hi Ironman,
OK.
I should state my agreement that such a calendar has no place in Christianity and there is something deeply wrong with
everyone who took part in creating it.
Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/12/6 14:37
sis dorcas
i agree too that this has no place in Christianity. it amazes me how much gets passed off as "Christian" which is really of
the enemy...
God bless
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